Join us in modern and dynamic Leipzig to enhance your knowledge of autoimmunology with the world’s top experts. The 10th International Congress on Autoimmunity is the only meeting where you can learn about more than 80 autoimmune diseases from a variety of perspectives, both research-based and clinical. In Leipzig in 2016, we will discuss the newest therapeutic techniques and diagnostic
tools as well as the most up-to-date research on genetic, etiology, diagnostic, clinical aspects and novel therapies of autoimmune diseases. Established by Professor Yehuda Shoenfeld, the congress constitutes a network of international leaders on immunology, rheumatology and related fields, all of whom contribute their unique and diverse knowledge to the “family of autoimmunity.” We look forward to seeing you in Leipzig on April 6-10, 2016!

Day 1 Recap at Autoimmunity 2...

VIEW OTHER VIDEOS (http://autoimmunity.kenes.com/congress-information/videos-from-autoimmunity-2016)

BOOK YOUR HOTEL

Find the best deals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Check-in date</th>
<th>Check-out date</th>
<th>Nights</th>
<th>Rooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leipzig</td>
<td>19/05/2016</td>
<td>20/05/2016</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adults: There are no more dates available
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MEET THE SPEAKERS

Athanasios Tzioufas
GREECE
Show full bio

Bernardo Pons-Estel
ARGENTINA
Show full bio

Carlo Perricone
ITALY
Show full bio

Carlos Casiano
USA
Show full bio
HOTEL OFFERS
(HTTPS://HOTEL.KENES.COM/EN/CONGRESS/AUTO16)

Book your hotel through the Congress Organizer to get access to amazing hotel offers (Im Sachsenpark pictured, 400m to Congress Venue).

VIEW HOTELS
(HTTPS://HOTEL.KENES.COM/EN/congress/AUTO16)

DISCOVER LEIPZIG
(/CONGRESS-INFORMATION/DISCOVER-LEIPZIG)

The 10th International Congress on Autoimmunity will be taking place in a city rich in history and culture, dating back as far as 1015 and also home to Johann Bach.

LEARN MORE
(/congress-information/discover-leipzig)

ACCOLADES
(/CONGRESS-INFORMATION/ACCOLADES)

Read some of the participants’ experiences at the 9th International Congress on Autoimmunity.

READ MORE (/congress-information/accolades)

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
(http://autoimmunity.kenes.com/scientific-information/scientific-program)